
 

 

POSITION: CAB ASSEMBLER 

ABOUT BRIKERS 

We’re fixers - we’ve been rebuilding heavy equipment components for over 20 years. We dismantle whole 
equipment such as excavators, wheel loaders and rock trucks on site, rebuild the components to their original 
specifications, and test them on our in-house test bench. We take pride in what we rebuild, but most importantly, 
we value our people. We encourage continuous improvement and recognize and reward those for exceptional 
performance. We’re managing our rapid growth and looking to expand, which is why we’re looking for you! 

POSITION SUMMARY 

This position's primary responsibility is the mechanical disassembly and reassembly of rebuilt excavator cabs. 
The Cab Assembler will also be responsible for supporting the cab assembly department in other assignments as 
required. This position is full-time.  

Work hours are between Mon - Fri 7:00am - 3:30 pm. 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

Disassembly 

• Ensures complete set of parts come off cab by following Brikers disassembly procedure; identifies any 
missing or broken parts to ensure a complete set of parts are available upon rebuild 

• Cleans parts and stores in systematic order on chain for easy access in future rebuild of cab assembly, 
immediately updates inventory in system 

• Completes part ordering by creating a supplier list and issuing to lead hand 
• Identifies product defects and completes appropriate documentation when defects are identified 
• Performs all work in accordance with quality standards and established safety procedures 
• Maintains a clean and safe work area 
• Works cooperatively with a small team 

Cab Assembly 

• Performs set-up tasks for Cab Assembly by making sure all parts are on assembly rack with all required 
tools needed. 

• Reads, interprets, and follows established procedures, diagrams, specifications, bills of materials, and other 
written instructions to accurately assemble components and mechanical assemblies 

• Upon completion of assembly, completes cab shipment preparation that includes water testing and readying 
for customer by crating or boxing cab 

• Maintains effective yard and shop organization by putting cabs in proper location in yard, keeping cab area 
always organized and clean 

• Completes documentation as required on the company intranet, and communicates completion and any 
outstanding issues to the Lead Hand 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

• Ideal candidate has experience in bodywork and automotive or heavy equipment assembly 
• Technical training in automotive servicing, refinishing, or collision repair is an asset 
• Attention to detail with great bodywork skills 
• Must have reliable transportation 
• Must be able to listen to direction, be hands on, positive, and take charge on job duties 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS & WORK ENVIRONMENT 



 

 

While performing the duties of this job the employee is regularly required to stand for long periods of time. The 
employee is occasionally required to sit; climb or balance, kneel, crouch, or crawl. The employee is regularly 
required to lift up to 10 pounds and up to 50 pounds. The vision requirements include close vision. The 
employee is regularly exposed to moving mechanical parts and outside weather conditions. The employee is 
exposed to moderate to loud noise environments and will be required to operate various heavy equipment, such 
as forklifts. 

BRIKERS provides competitive compensation packages as well as an excellent opportunity to grow in a dynamic 
environment. We thank all applicants for their interest; however only those selected for further consideration 
will be contacted. 


